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1. How many maximum media elements are combined in multimedia?
Ans. C) 5
2. Maccromedia Flash, Synfig studio & Pencil are examples of which of the
following animation types?
Ans. B)Pencil
3.classificatiomn of multimedia based on its application is of ____ types.
Ans. A)2
4._____ type of program is plug in.
Ans. d)all of these.
5.Mp5 file format is supported by____
Ans.a)Flash player
6.Mpeg stands for____
Ans.a) Moving Pictures Expert group
7.In 3D animation the visual change occurs along ____ axis
Ans.c)X,Y,Z
8._____ term is used for analog format.
Ans.c)both a) and b)

9._____ is the extension of the file in adobe photoshop.
b).psd
10.Each single dot on a screen is known as ____
d) Pixel
11.Which of the following tool helps in changing the color of objects?
b)fill
12Which of the following tools allow you to enter text by creating a text layer?
b)text
13)Smooth move tool works as_____
d)transform
14)____ produces circular colors with the transitions.
d)radial
15_____ tool does not affect the result.
c)zoom
16)_____tool is used to change the color of the object.
b)eyedrop
17)Number of frames running every second known as____
a)fps
18)_____ tool is available in the middle palette.
d)All of these
19)Synfig saves the file in _____ format.
b)XLS
20)Latest version of synfig is _____
0.63.05

21)Which of the following is the default setting for frame per second.
c)24
22)Which of the following represent an indicator used to represent waypoint?
d)Diamond
23)what is loop?
d)all of these
24)While rendering the file, auto format is changed to____.
b)gif
25)____ button is used to see how animation will look in synfig.
a)play
26)Turn off animation editing mode isof ____ color.
c)green
27)What does ‘S’ suggest in timebar?
c)second
28)Kinematics is a type of____.
c)animation
29)______ animation is slow & tedious.
d)All of these
30)_____ makes the picture lively.
a)presentation
31)which of the following panel shows the parameters of a layer?
b)keyframe
32)which of the following is the default setting for blend method?
a)composite

33)_____ is used to combine ciecle layer & rotate layer
a)encapsulation
34)Using____ key we can remove Bline tool.
b)Esc
35)If we cliack triangle lying near Inline canvas,____ is done.
b)Expansion
36)______ means gruoing theigs together?
b)encapsulation
37)where is the gradient tool available?
b)toolbox
38)where do we find the parameter of blend method?
c)params
39)___ shape displayed near the inline canvas.
a)triangle
40)_____ is useful to see the result of file.
a)web browser
41)How many Options are there for importing image on canvas?
a)2
42)What is used to open encapsulated layer of image?
c)Small trangle
43)What is masking used for?
c) both a) & b)
44)Which tool is to draw a circle in synfig?
b)Circle

45)Which of the following blend method is used to reveal or hide the object?
b)alpha over
46)Which command is used as a shortcut key to import image?
c)ctrl + I
47)What is useful to show the movement of something?
b)Animation
48) How many dots are seen in Synfig for changing image Size?
a)2
49)Which layer is added when it encapsulates an image?
a)Inline Canvas
50)To change the size of the image in Synfig which variable value is change?
b)Amount

